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Change is scary and if you don't know what change you're moving
towards, you'll have a harder time achieving it. 
 
I didn't always know what changes I needed. Had I gotten comfortable
in the situations I was in? Was it out of fear? Or not knowing that
they were the source of my anxiety? All truths.
 
Many of you come to me with the general feeling of being LOST, or
need to tackle a situation that you just can't wrap your head around. 
 
The key to real sustainable change is to identify and define the
change you need...  And not something general like "I need a new
job"... It might seem like this change seems specific enough, but you
need to dive deeper! Or maybe you're thinking "I can't seem to get
organized".  You're moving closer to pinpointing, but dive deeper into
that idea!
 
Here's your first exercise:
 
1. Take a blank page, or pull out one of those fancy journals from
Chapters you bought and never used, and a pen or fun coloured
markers! 
 
2. Brainstorm your challenges, pain points, fears, and feelings. Sit
with these ideas for a while. Then write more. 
 
3. Only after... Categorize them and prioritize them. Feel free to use
colours, arrows, drawings, numbers. Whatever helps you clarify their
importance, their weight, their urgency. 
 
This is not meant to take five minutes. Creating these notes and
documenting your ideas over a period of time will help pinpoint those
areas that need change in your life.
 
If you chose to sign up to SOLUTIONS, my new interactive online
coaching solution, we will be looking at this initial work (and a whole
lot more) and applying a solid methodology to move you forward on
these changes! For real! 
 
Are you ready?
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If you are following along and you have created a list of
challenges, pain points, fears, and feeling you might want
to change in your life… and you have prioritized or
categorized them, there is ONE MORE STEP that you need
to go through!
 
ANSWER THIS QUESTION: Identify why this is
important to you and why would want to do this?
 
This week’s exercise might seem simple. 
 
You might be thinking “Lynne, I already kinda went
through that in the first exercise… Now what?"
 
You might have… but now, answer the exact question. If it
doesn’t take you long, it might mean that you’re already
ready to move forward to the next step.
 
If you have to think a little longer, write more notes and
come back to them during the week, that’s OK too! 
 
Here’s an example: After some thought and brainstorming,
Marianne has decided that the change she is looking for
has to do with her career… She dove deeper into the topic
and she has identified that what she wants to change is
your job, to try to find something more fulfilling. 
 
Now Marianne has to answer this: Why is this important to
her? (Like, really really important to her?)
- Feeling valued at work is important
- More income would give her freedom to buy her own
things
- Working in her field would reduce boredom
 
Why does she want to do this? (List the details)
- She needs more money
- She needs to feel productive
- She loves challenges and doesn’t get them. 
 
Some answers might be interchangeable, and that’s ok.
The goal is to make you think of the change from different
directions. This process does not have a right or wrong
answer. Only you know that.
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OKAY!  I think we are getting somewhere with the definition of your
CHANGE! 
 
By now, you might have had some goosebump moments, or maybe a
lot of overwhelming feelings - that's OK! You’re doing so great!
 
Now. The next exercise will test you a little bit, and it’s supposed to. 
 
Here are the steps:  
 

Get your journal and pens out again! (…or did you use pages?…
Wait, did you use one of those fancy journals? Did you go buy
one?)  Either way, it’s YOUR tool, you decide!

 
2.  Name the feelings that go with the change you have decided on.
 
3. Identify the pieces of the change that would make you feel like
    that.
 
Again, there are no right of wrong answers. 
 
This will all lead to where you need to start SOLUTIONS, the
interactive online coaching experience. 
 
Within this group, we will push FURTHER and FURTHER so that you
can define such a clear vision that your fears become irrelevant!
 

1.
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